
A Breakdown of Different Types of Articles
Here is a brief overview of common types of articles

News Article: A news article reports news without bias or personal interpretations by
the reporters themselves. They relay events, basic information, and facts in an
accurate, unbiased, and straightforward way.

Examples:

● Incoming New York governor speaks after Cuomo's resignation
● Huge California fire grows; Montana blaze threatens towns

Feature Article: Feature articles are in-depth articles that go into great detail about
events, topics, trends, people or companies. There are a variety of different types of
feature articles.

Examples of Types of Feature Articles:

● News Feature - A news feature is a type of feature story written in the style of a
news article. It tackles a topic with detail and requires facts and research to back
the story.

○ The Extinct Species Within

● Human Interest Feature Story - a human-interest story discusses people in an
emotional way. It presents people and their problems, concerns, or achievements
in a way that brings about interest, sympathy or motivation in the reader or
viewer. Human-interest stories are a type of soft news.

○ Mom Swims Across America to Honor 14-Year-Old Daughter Who Died of
Cancer: 'She Inspired All of Us'

https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/andrew-cuomo-resign-kathy-hochul-08-11-21/index.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory/huge-california-fire-grows-montana-blaze-threatens-towns-79401580?cid=clicksource_4380645_2_three_posts_card_hed
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-extinct-species-within-69061
https://people.com/human-interest/mom-swims-across-america-to-honor-14-year-old-daughter-who-died-of-cancer/
https://people.com/human-interest/mom-swims-across-america-to-honor-14-year-old-daughter-who-died-of-cancer/


● Profile - A profile is an article about an individual - such as a politician, celebrity,
athlete, or CEO - or a single company or entity - such as a brand. Profiles seek to
give readers behind-the-scenes looks at what a person is like or a deeper look
into a company or brand.

○ Ishmael Reed Gets the Last Laugh

● Behind-the-Scenes Feature - tells readers what went on behind the scenes of a
process or event.

○ Behind the scenes: A day in the life of a cybersecurity "threat hunter"
○ The ugly truth about firefighting the public doesn't understand

How-To Articles:
How-to articles are very specific and describe in great detail steps or tips to help the
reader do something specific. Most how-to articles include solutions to problems or
answers to certain questions, and they can include everything from showing you how to
reload a grocery store price gun to how to connect a game system to your television set.

Examples:

● How to ensure your first—or next—PR campaign proves lucrative
● How to Effectively Describe Your Product in 1 Sentence

Opinion / Op-Ed Article:
Short for opposite the editorial, op-ed articles are an opinion by the writer. The writer is
typically a subject matter expert or otherwise notable person with the qualifications to
have an opinion (or written by someone else for them) on the topic at hand.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/07/26/ishmael-reed-gets-the-last-laugh
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/behind-the-scenes-a-day-in-the-life-of-a-cybersecurity-threat-hunter/
https://www.firerescue1.com/health-wellness/articles/the-ugly-truth-about-firefighting-the-public-doesnt-understand-X1PVKEP3eYrH0lXx/
https://zapier.com/blog/pr-tips-for-small-business/
https://www.inc.com/joan-westenberg/how-to-effectively-describe-your-product-in-one-sentence.html


Examples:

● America Needs to Start Telling the Truth About Israel’s Nukes
● Op-Ed: I’m 17 and grew up hiking the Sierra. I’m hopeful it can survive effects of

climate change

Interview:
Covers an interview of a specific subject. It can be presented in a feature style, Q + A,
or an integration of the two.

Examples:

● Cardi B Gives Her Most Explicit Interview Yet
● An Interview With Mark Cuban, Entrepreneur and Television Personality

Editorial:
An article written by or on behalf of an editor that gives an opinion on a topical issue.

Examples:

● The world must cooperate to avoid a catastrophic space collision
● Bad behavior is surging on flights. The U.S. needs to crack down on it.

Reviews:
Reviews are part fact-based and part opinion and they are there to review certain
subjects.Review articles work hard to accomplish two things: first, they accurately and

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/11/opinion/biden-israel-nuclear-program.html
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-08-11/op-ed-grew-up-hiking-sierra-hopeful-it-can-survive-climate-change
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-08-11/op-ed-grew-up-hiking-sierra-hopeful-it-can-survive-climate-change
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/entertainment/celebs/a18930050/cardi-b-cosmopolitan-cover-interview/
https://thepolitic.org/an-interview-with-mark-cuban-entrepreneur-and-television-personality/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02167-5
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/08/09/bad-behavior-is-surging-flights-us-needs-crack-down-it/


thoroughly identify and describe the subject that is being reviewed; and second, they
use experience and research to provide an informed and intelligent opinion of that
subject.

Examples:

● Review: Razer Wolverine Ultimate This high-quality Razer controller lacks one
key feature—wireless.

● The Harry Josh Pro Dryer 2000 Is So Good, I Stopped Getting Professional
Blowouts

Essays:
These are some of the shortest articles written, from short to medium in length, and they
describe an opinion or personal experience of the author. Most essay writers
concentrate on presenting their specific views on a topic and center the essay on just
one specific subject.

Examples:

● How I Overcame Losing My Job and Marriage — With a Jump Rope
● A REALITY CHECK FOR MY 10 YEAR OLD SELF: DREAMS CAN CHANGE

FOR THE BETTER

Round Up / Listicles:
Round ups aggregate content, opinions, themes or products within a specific category.
They can also be referred to as “listicles” - although a listicle more specifically is
presented wholly or partly in the form of a list.

https://www.wired.com/2017/11/review-razer-wolverine-ultimate-xbox-pc/
https://www.wired.com/2017/11/review-razer-wolverine-ultimate-xbox-pc/
https://www.allure.com/review/harry-josh-pro-tools-2000-blow-dryer
https://www.allure.com/review/harry-josh-pro-tools-2000-blow-dryer
https://time.com/5262866/overcoming-divorce-job-loss/
https://www.fliqueeditorial.com/lifestyle/a-reality-check-for-my-10-year-old-self-dreams-can-change-for-the-better
https://www.fliqueeditorial.com/lifestyle/a-reality-check-for-my-10-year-old-self-dreams-can-change-for-the-better


Examples:

● 17 Products You Need If You're Someone Who Always Ends Up Forgetting Stuff
● The Most Innovative Beauty Products Of Summer 2021

https://www.buzzfeed.com/mugdhakusray/products-for-forgetful-people
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2021/07/10535874/beauty-awards-summer-2021

